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Abstract

The request for designing or reconstructing objects from planar cross sections arises in various applications, ranging from \textit{CAD} to \textit{GIS} and \textit{Medical Imaging}. The present work focuses on the “one-to-many” branching problem, where one of the planes can be populated with many, possibly tortuous and densely packed, contours. The proposed method combines the proximity information offered by the \textit{Euclidean Voronoi diagram} with the concept of \textit{surrounding curve}, introduced in [1], and T-splines technology [2] for securing a flexible and portable representation. Our algorithm delivers a single T-spline that deviates from the given contours less than a user-specified tolerance, measured via the so-called discrete Fréchet distance [3] and is \(C^2\) everywhere except from a finite set of point-neighborhoods. Subject to minor enrichment, the algorithm is also capable to handle the “many-to-many” configuration as well as the \textit{global} reconstruction problem involving contours on several planes.
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1. Introduction

Designing or reconstructing objects from planar cross sections arises in various application areas, ranging from Computer-Aided Design (CAD) [4, 5] to Geographic Information Systems (GIS) [6, 7] and Medical Imaging [8, 9, 10]. Developing generic methods for handling the user needs in the aforementioned application areas poses a variety of challenges of topological, geometrical and modeling nature, such as complying with the genus of the underlying surface, securing the required smoothness and accuracy and, finally, relying on as portable as possible surface representations.

State-of-the-art algorithms have so far adopted a \textit{divide-and-conquer} strategy within the cells created by the arrangement of the given cross-sections and may be coarsely categorized into a pair of families. The first one adopts \textit{surface extraction through volume reconstruction} via, e.g., volume rendering, in particular marching cubes, pruning the Delaunay triangulation between adjacent cross sections [11], implicit models [12, 13], set-valued functions [14] and multi-level partition-of-unity implicit models [15]. The second family includes \textit{interpolation approaches} based on splines, in most cases low-degree (linear) piecewise interpolants (triangulations), involving global optimality criteria, such as bounding the maximum volume [16], minimizing the area of the surface [17, 18, 19], simplifications of the generalized Voronoi diagram [20], tiling with the aid of immersed medial axis [21], straight-skeletons of the symmetric difference of consecutive slices [22], and combining trimming of contour-surrounding curves with hole filling [1]. In the same category, [23] proposes a method for the iterative refinement of sets, corresponding to cross-sections, producing weighted averages of sets that can be used, through a subdivision scheme, for the representation of the 3D object.
The cases of non-parallel cross sections [24] or non-manifold surface networks that partition the space into regions with multiple labels [25] are also attracting increasing interest in pertinent literature. Finally, one should point to recent contributions which can preserve the known genus of the original object by, e.g., appropriate sampling conditions [26] or enriching the classical divide-and-conquer strategy with global combinatorial optimization for exploring feasible topologies of tiles and computing a score that assesses the likelihood of each topology [8].

The present work develops a method that is able to deliver smooth solutions to the “one-to-many” local reconstruction problem for cases where one of the planes (plane-1; see Figure 1) is populated with many, possibly tortuous and densely packed, contours. The paper improves drastically the method presented in [1] by strengthening its topological robustness and expanding its representation portability.

The topological structure is built upon the proximity information contained in the planar Euclidean Voronoi diagram (EVd) of the contours set on plane-1. More accurately, we firstly improve the flexibility of the convex-hull based concept of the surrounding curve, introduced in [1], so that, on the basis of EVd and a user-defined viewing angle $\omega$, it is automatically decided which contours of plane-1 will be connected to parts of the single contour in the other plane (plane-0). In the sequel, we generate an EVd-based quadrilateral tiling of a 2D circular domain with holes (see Figure 2), which is homeomorphic to the sought-for surface. This tiling determines the number and the neighborhood of the surface’s saddle points; see Figure 3.

Regarding the representation portability, we employ T-splines technology [2], which offers a flexible representation that is NURBS-compatible but free from deficiencies stemming from their non-local tensor-product nature. T-splines technology is among the recently developed NURBS generalizations that allow local refinements, such as THB-splines [27], LR B-splines [28], Hierarchical B-splines and T-splines. In comparison with [1] that delivers a $G^1$—continuous multi-patch NURBS surface with trimmed patches, the present method guarantees that the output is a single T-spline that is $C^2$ everywhere except from a finite set of point-neighborhoods, where smoothness degrades to $G^1$ level. Furthermore, our numerical experience indicates that the fairness of the surfaces resulting from the proposed method is superior in comparison with those delivered from [1].

Based on the “one-to-many” reconstruction process, we can handle the more general “many-to-many” case, by introducing, similarly to the approach followed in [29], a contour on an intermediate plane and applying the “one-to-many” method twice. In our case, the introduced contour can be constructed as the intersection of the intermediate plane with the surface interpolating the surrounding curves, which correspond to the contour-sets on the two planes; see §2. Thus, for the case where no correspondence between contours can be established, this approach offers a possible solution taking also into consideration the shape information encoded in the surrounding curves. Furthermore, enriching each contour with cross-plane tangent distributions, one can handle the global reconstruction problem involving contours on several parallel planes.

The rest of the paper is structured in three sections. Section 2 starts with a coarse description of our method by presenting its key features, namely the quadrilateral tiling of a disc with holes homeomorphic with the sought for surface, the surrounding curve and the Voronoi vertices enclosed therein and, finally, the minimal control cage and its refinement. The section ends with §2.2, providing the algorithm for constructing the initial minimal control cage and the way it is refined for improving the quality of the surface. In §3, we test the performance of the algorithm for two one-to-many problems: a simple radially symmetric 1-3 configuration with circular contours (see Fig. 7) and a complex 1-18 configuration with contours possessing size and shape ranging over a wide spectrum; see Fig. 9. Finally, two additional examples, Figs. 12, 15, the second one involving real medical data, illustrate that the algorithm can be readily used for handling data lying on several planes. The paper ends by summarizing the basic advantages of the proposed approach and discussing future work (§4). Appendix A outlines the adopted approach for refining the control polygons of the given contours, so that the resulting curves, independently of their parameterization, are within a specified tolerance from the initial contours. This approximation step is required so that the generated T-spline surface approximates, at a user-specified tolerance, the input contours.
2. Method description

2.1. General

As mentioned in the introduction, the paper focuses on developing an automatic algorithm for solving the one-to-many branching problem formulated as below:

- **input**: a set of planar, simple and closed curves represented as B-Spline curves with individual parameterizations: one base contour $C_{0,1}$ on one plane (plane-0), plus multiple contours $C_{1,\mu}$, $\mu = 1, \ldots, m$ on a parallel plane (plane-1), and a tolerance value $\epsilon$ limiting the allowed deviation from the input curves; see Fig. 1.

- **output**: construct a T-spline surface approximating, at tolerance $\epsilon$, the input contours on the two planes.

The construction of the interpolating/approximating T-spline surface is based on the generation of an appropriate control network, the so-called **control cage**. For this control cage, we need to establish the minimum number of control vertices, required per contour, and their connectivity so that the topological structure of the surface can be established. The algorithmic procedure that computes these minimum numbers and the corresponding connectivity is described in §2.2.

The surface we are willing to construct, for the aforementioned one-to-many case, is topologically equivalent to a disc with holes. The external circular boundary of the disc corresponds to the single contour on plane-0, whereas the hole boundaries correspond to the set of contours on the remaining plane-1; see Figs 2 and 1. Aiming to construct a branching surface comprising a set of quadrilateral surface patches, we would like to generate a surface decomposition of the disc in Fig. 2 into quadrilateral components according to the following rules:

- If a patch corner touches one of the contours, then one of the patch-edges forming this corner should be a part of the touching contour. As a consequence, patch corners on contours are shared by exactly two neighboring patches.

- The number of corners that are common to three or more than four patches should be limited to the extend possible.
Two disc decompositions that follow the previously mentioned rules are depicted in Fig. 3. In both sketches all bullets correspond to patch corners while curve segments between bullets, both solid and dashed, correspond to patch edges. Specifically, black bullets are corners that lie on contours, gray bullets are corners shared by exactly four patches while the white ones correspond to corners that do not lie on contours and are shared among three or more than four patches. Solid edges have one of their endpoints lying on a contour while dashed ones have no endpoint on a contour and are referred to as bridge-edges. We can also view this decomposition as a graph where bullets correspond to vertices and patch-edges to graph-edges. Using the bridge-edges we can establish an association between different contour parts. For this purpose, we classify bridge-edges in three types as follows: a) simple bridges connecting simple vertices, i.e., vertices of degree 4, b) complex edges connecting complex vertices, i.e. vertices of degree greater than 4 and c) intermediate edges where one vertex is simple and the other complex. Hence, two contour parts belonging to two different contours may be either disassociated, i.e., there exists not a single bridge-edge of any kind lying between them or they are associated via:

1. A complex bridge forming the so-called $1-1$ connection, i.e., associated contour parts belong to coplanar contours; see Fig. 3.
2. A simple bridge forming the so-called $0-1a$ connection, i.e., contour parts lie on different planes and are associated in a simple way: if we removed the bridge, a single quadrilateral patch could be formed with those two parts opposite to each other; see Fig. 3.
3. An intermediate edge forming the so-called $0-1b$ connection, i.e., contour parts lie on different planes but the their association is not simple as the removal of the bridge would not form a quadrilateral patch; see Fig. 3.

The difference between the two alternative decompositions A, B, depicted in Fig. 3, is that in decomposition A all associations of the contour parts of $C_{1,3}$ belong to $1-1$ category, while in decomposition B, $C_{1,3}$ parts have associations that are of all types. In other words, in the first decomposition $C_{1,3}$ has no direct association to the contour on plane-0, which is not the case in the second decomposition; see Fig. 3B.

Our method primarily consists of an automatic process that generates the graph in Fig. 3 and uses it as the initial “control cage” for the interpolating surface. The main components in this process deal with the identification of the contour parts from plane-1 that are associated with parts of the single contour on plane-0 and the identification of the white bullets, i.e., the extraordinary points in the controlling network, which control the remaining inter-contour associations. Furthermore, a preprocessing step is likely to be required for guaranteeing that the generated surface will deviate from the input contours within a user-specified tolerance; see Appendix A.

Appealing to the concept of the surrounding curve we can handle the first issue, i.e., finding the associated parts between the two planes, while the set of vertices of the Voronoi diagram
of the contours in plane-1, clipped by the surrounding curve, play the role of the extraordinary points. Specifically, the surrounding curve is based on the convex hull of the contours in plane-1. In its simplest form, introduced in [1], it coincides with it and in this case the contour parts from plane-1, that connect to plane-0, are those that are on the convex hull. We have generalized this concept (see §8.2 ibid.) so that, given a user-specified angular tolerance, the surrounding curve is permitted to touch contours that are fully in the interior of the convex hull. The extraordinary points can be used for indicating the saddle points in the generated surface and the Voronoi vertices seem a natural selection for their position. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the exact number of such points is affected from the connections to plane-0 which are dictated by the construction of the surrounding curve as described in §2.2. Once we have established the initial control cage, i.e., identified the number of required control points and their connectivity, the next step involves the replacement of contour points with control points of the contours. Finally, the initial control-cage is enhanced by including all contour control-points and introducing additional edges based on the already established connection-correspondence defined by the bridge-edges. This enriched control cage is used for the final, in our implementation cubic, T-spline surface generation, which is \( C^2 \) everywhere with the exception of the neighborhood of extraordinary points, where \( G^1 \) continuity is achieved.

2.2. Construction of the Control Cage.

In this subsection we present the construction process of the T-spline surfaces control cage. We begin by describing the procedure for generating the minimal control cage, i.e., the cage that utilizes the minimum number of contour-points required per contour in both planes, and their connectivity so that its topological structure materializes the quadrilateral tiling needed for the generation of the branching surface, which is topologically equivalent to a disc with holes, as outlined in the first part of this section; see also Fig. 3. It is worth noticing that in the below construction we assume that all constructed Voronoi vertices are of degree 3 and every triad of contours corresponds to at most one Voronoi Vertex. The generation of the minimal control cage is accomplished by following the steps described in sequel:

Step 0 - discretization: Create a densely discretized representation of the initial contours belonging on both planes. The discretization is controlled by the value of a discretization parameter.

Step 1 - convex-hull and contour connectors on plane-1: Compute the convex hull (CH) for the contour point-sets on plane-1 and identify the line segments, henceforth referred to as \( CH\_ContourConnectors \), that belong to the convex hull and connect consecutive contour point-sets; see dashed line segments in Fig. 4a.

Step 2 - Voronoi triangles identification: Compute the Delaunay triangulation of the point-sets on plane-1 and identify the Voronoi triangles, i.e., the triangles connecting points from 3 distinct contour point-sets; see solid thick triangles in Fig. 4b.

Step 3 - modification of contour connectors: Replace each \( CH\_ContourConnector \) with the internal sides of the corresponding Voronoi triangle, if the triangle’s internal angle \( \omega \) satisfies \( \omega \geq \alpha \), where \( \alpha \) is an input angular parameter, and generate the set of \( ContourConnectors \); see Figs. 4b-c. This procedure is carried out iteratively until all Voronoi triangles have an internal angle smaller than \( \alpha \); see Figs. 4b-d. The triangles that have been used in this procedure are removed from the construction process.

Step 4 - connecting Voronoi vertices to contours: For each remaining Voronoi triangle generate the corresponding Voronoi vertex. Moreover, for each pair of contours that is connected with two \( ContourConnectors \), introduce an additional vertex on the corresponding Voronoi edge, which will act as an additional Voronoi vertex. Next, for each Voronoi vertex, generate a connecting line segment between the vertex and the corresponding point on each contour; see Fig. 4e. Finally, if two \( ContourConnectors \) have a common end-vertex, this vertex is replaced by two new ones on the corresponding contour using an appropriate separation parameter and the final set of \( ContourConnectors \) is produced; see dashed lines in Fig. 4f.
Step 5 - surrounding curve & correspondence to plane-0 contour: Assemble the Surrounding Curve (SC) as the polygonal line that comprises the Contour Connectors, the segments between the separated vertices of Step 4 and the segments joining the endpoints of the Contour Connectors incident at the same contour point-set; see Fig. 5a. Using the convex-hull projection, see [30], generate a polar parameterization of the contour point-set on plane-0 and the SC on plane-1. Next, create line segments connecting the end-points of the Contour Connectors with the points of the contour of plane-0 that share the same polar parametrization; see Fig. 5b. Furthermore, identify the points on the contour point-set on the plane-0, that correspond to the mid-points of the Contour Connectors on plane-1; see dashed lines in Fig. 5b.

Step 6 - linking Voronoi vertices to contours on plane-0 and plane-1: Perform a vertical translation of each Voronoi vertex using the input parameters $v_{\text{immersion}}$, thus positioning each Voronoi vertex between the two levels. Next, for each Contour Connector, create a line segment connecting the corresponding Voronoi vertex, i.e., the one whose circle touches both connected contours, with the points on the contour of plane-0, identified in Step 5, which correspond to the Contour Connector mid-points; see Fig. 5c.

Step 7 - bridge-edges: Create bridge-edges as follows:
1 $\rightarrow$ 1: Generate line segments connecting neighboring Voronoi vertices, defined as those Voronoi vertices that are associated to the same two contours; see thick green lines in Fig. 5d.
0 $\rightarrow$ 1b: For each Contour Connector, create two line segments, connecting the corresponding Voronoi vertex with the segments connecting plane-0 with plane-1 and emanating from the end-points of the Contour Connector, at positions defined by the parameter $v_{\text{immersion}}$; see thick blue lines in Fig. 5d.
0 $\rightarrow$ 1a: Create the line segments connecting the end-points of the 0 $\rightarrow$ 1b edges that lie on lines emanating from the same contour of plane-1; see thick red lines in Fig. 5d.
Figure 5: Minimal control cage construction (steps 5-8).

Step 8 - minimal control cage: Connect by linear segments the identified points on each contour (in both planes); see thick solid lines in Fig. 5e. These segments along with the Voronoi vertices and the complete connectivity of points and Voronoi vertices described in the previous steps constitute the minimal control cage; see Figs 5e, 5f.

Having created the minimal control cage, we proceed with refining the cage in order to guarantee that the final T-spline surface deviates from the given contours within a tolerance $\epsilon$, regardless of the parameterizations employed in its construction. To this end, we first employ the algorithm described in Appendix A for a given tolerance $\epsilon$ and produce control polygons for all given contours; see thick dashed lines in Fig. 6a. If the generated control points of a contour are fewer than implied by the minimal control cage we perform adequate knot-insertions. We then relocate the contour-points of the minimal control cage to their nearest control points of the individual contours, leading to a modified control cage and an explicit correspondence map between the control points of different contours via the bridge-edge concept; see Fig 6a. This correspondence map is used for refining the cage, since the parts requiring refinement can be easily identified. The refining process comprises the construction of the polygonal lines connecting the remaining control points, the modification of the bridge edges in order to encapsulate the shape of the connected polygonal lines and finally, the creation of linear T-edges between corresponding polygonal lines and bridge edges; see red, green and blue thick lines in Fig. 6a corresponding to $1 - 1$, $1 - 0a$ and $1 - 0b$ associations respectively. The final control cage, depicted in Fig. 6b, is used to construct the T-spline branching surface depicted in Fig. 6c.
3. Examples

Our method, described in §2, has been implemented as a plug-in to Rhinoceros®[31] modeling environment with the aid of Autodesk®’s T-Splines® Plug-In [32] for Rhinoceros®. Our plug-in is coded in C# using the RhinoCommon SDK. All examples presented in this work have been produced using the aforementioned implementation.

Our first example involves a simple data-set with one contour on plane-0 and three contours on plane-1. All contours are circles and the data-set is radially symmetric as can be seen from Figures 7 and 8. The generated minimal (initial) and final control cages are depicted in Fig. 7a and 7b, while Fig. 7d presents a renders view of the final T-Spline surface based on the final control-cage shown in Fig. 7c. Finally, in Fig. 8, the Gaussian curvature for the T-spline surfaces based on the minimal (initial) and final control cages are depicted. For both cases it is easy to observe that the radial symmetry of the data-set is preserved in our construction. In this example, we have a single extraordinary point in the construction and the overall number of vertices for the minimal control cage is 43 while this number rises to 140 when we require that the circular contours are approximated with a tolerance of 1%. The conversion of the latter T-spline surface to a NURBS representation yields a multi-patch surface with 1416 control points.

In our second example, we are demonstrating the output of our approach for the case of a more complex data-set with 18 contours on plane-1 of varying size and shape; see Fig. 9. As can be easily seen from this figure, 4 contours \(C_{1,5} , C_{1,8} , C_{1,9} \) and \(C_{1,17}\) are non-convex with \(C_{1,8}\) exhibiting a very abrupt shape change.

Figure 10 depicts the generated T-spline surface using the initial / minimal control cage. Its enrichment with the total number of control points used in the representation of contours leads to the final control cage which generates the T-spline surface depicted in Fig. 11. This final surface guarantees that distance of the boundary edges of the T-spline surface from the corresponding input contours are below a specified tolerance, which, in this case, is below 0.05% of contour’s length. The number of control points in this final representation is 741 and the conversion to a NURBS yields 126 surface patches with an overall number of control points rising to 28942. Finally, the number of extraordinary points for this example is 24.

In our final examples, we will demonstrate the usage of the developed approach for the generation of T-spline surfaces interpolating / approximating contours in multiple planes. The first of these examples involves 3 planes as can be seen in Fig. 12. The overall number of contours

---

1RhinoCommon is a cross-platform .NET plug-in Software Development Kit.
2The conversion is performed using the corresponding functionality of Autodesk®’s T-Splines® Plug-In.
Figure 7: Control cages of a radial-symmetric data-set with 4 input contours: 1 on plane-0 and 3 on plane-1.

Figure 8: Gaussian curvature graph for the initial (left) and final (right) surface using cages shown in 7b and 7c, respectively.

is 8 with 1 contour lying at each boundary plane (plane-1 and plane-1*) and the remaining 6 contours at the intermediate plane-0. We apply our construction process twice, generating one T-spline surface, \( T_1 \), between the contours on planes 1 and 0 and one surface, \( T_{1*} \), between planes 0 and 1*. The control cages for those two surfaces are depicted in Fig. 14a. Employing the same approximating tolerance, the boundary edges of those T-spline surfaces on plane-0 will coincide. As a second step, in our construction for this particular example, we modify the second row of control points in both surfaces so that, for each boundary control point \( b_i \) on plane-0, the vectors \( b_{i,1} - b_i \) and \( b_{i,1*} - b_i \) are collinear, where \( b_{i,1} \), \( b_{i,1*} \) denote the previous and next to \( b_i \) control points that belong to \( T_1 \) and \( T_{1*} \), respectively; see Fig. 14b. Employing this modification for all the boundary control points on plane-0, first-order geometric continuity is secured between the two surfaces, as can be seen in Fig. 13. The extraordinary points in this final construction are 8 overall: 4 in each T-spline surface.

As our last example, we use the 44 contours shown in Fig. 15a coming from a mesh model of the eighth tooth retrieved from the Aim@Shape shape repository [33]. The original model is a surface mesh in VRML format, which is depicted in Fig. 15d. The contours were acquired by initially intersecting the initial mesh with parallel planes and subsequently approximating them with cubic B-Splines. The one-to-many cases exhibited in this example are three, denoted with think solid lines in Fig. 15a. Their resulting T-spline control cages are shown in Fig. 15b, while the reconstructed surface for the whole tooth is depicted in Fig. 15c. Obviously, the surface approximation quality is dependent on the selection and approximation of the contours set, however, with this rather rough set we obtained a maximum deviation, between the initial and reconstructed surface, of less than 1% of tooth’s width. The required number of control points for all three branching areas is around 1000, while more than 8000 would be required for acquiring the same approximation level using a multi-patch NURBS surface approach.
4. Conclusions & Future work

In this work, we have presented an automatic construction process for the generation of a smooth T-spline surface that interpolates / approximates simple planar curves (contours) that lie on parallel planes being $C^2$ everywhere except from the neighborhood of a finite set of points, where its smoothness degrades to $G^1$ level. Specifically, we have demonstrated the automatic generation of the T-spline control cage (T-mesh) that defines the T-spline surface for the special case of the “one-to-many” problem between two planes, where multiple contours lie on one plane and only one on the other. In our construction we have assumed that Voronoi vertices are of degree 3 and that for every triplet of contours there’s a maximum of one Voronoi vertex. These assumptions are used for simplifying the construction of complex and intermediate bridge-edges. However, if we incorporate the actual Voronoi edges in our construction, the requirement for these limiting assumptions can be eliminated.

The proposed construction can be also utilized for the case of the more general “many-to-many” problem, where multiple contours lie on both planes. This can be accomplished by the introduction of a single contour on an intermediate plane. The introduced contour is not an arbitrary contour but is generated by intersecting the surface interpolating the surrounding curves from the two planes with the intermediate plane. Hence, the introduced contour captures the shape information from the two planes and allows us to split the “many-to-many” problem in two “one-to-many” problems. Obviously, this solution is limited by the assumption that all contours converge to a single one lying on the introduced plane, which however is a reasonable assumption when no contours’ correspondence can be established. A more elaborate procedure must be followed if we want to avoid this convergence to a single contour which could be a topic for future research.
Furthermore, we have demonstrated the use of our construction algorithm for the case of 3 parallel planes (see example 3 in §3) where the introduction of cross-plane tangent distributions along the contours of the intermediate planes permits the extension of our approach to more than 2 planes. Finally, our approach is applied for reconstructing a tooth surface based on a rather small number of 44 contours. The resulting reconstructed surface is considerably close to the initial tooth-mesh as already discussed in §3.

Currently, due to certain simplifying assumptions, the implementation of our algorithm is restricted to contours that lie on parallel planes. This limitation could be overcome by the introduction of a different way for separating contour sets and a more general way for performing the Voronoi vertices’ immersion in step 6 of our construction process. Furthermore, in our current implementation we have not taken any precautions for guaranteeing that the generated T-spline
surface is analysis suitable, however, if required, we may easily accomplish this by appropriate refinement in the neighborhood of extraordinary points.

Some of the simplifying assumptions in our current implementation are due to the employed software package, i.e., Autodesk®’s T-Splines® Plug-In, and the restrictions set by its use. Hence, it would be beneficial for the enhancement of the method and its implementation, if we could access the API of the specific software package or alternatively use a T-spline software library that allows access to internals of the parameterization.

Finally, it is among our aims to pursue the further development of this construction method for trivariate T-splines that would enable volumetric meshing and open a new window for possible applications. A possible way towards this aim may come out of the combination of the T-spline surface representation and the medial axis transform.

Appendix A. Controlling the deviation of the T-spline surface from the contour curves

Let us assume that all of our input contours are represented by closed cubic B-Spline curves and the generated surface is a bicubic T-spline surface with control polygons of boundary edges that coincide with those of the input contours. In this case, if we could impose an appropriate parameterization for each boundary T-spline surface edge, the generated surface would interpolate the input contours. Unfortunately, imposing the appropriate parameterization for all edges would explode the complexity of both the control-cage generating process and the resulting T-spline surface. In this work, we employ a simple uniform parameterization defined by the T-spline construction process; see §2.2. Hence, although the control polygons of the contours coincide with the control polygons of the T-spline boundary edges, the parameterizations of the boundary edges are generally not the ones used in the input contours and as a result, the T-spline surface does not interpolate them.

Two B-spline curves with different parameterizations, which however share the same degree and control polygon are confined to lie within the same area defined by the union of the local convex-hulls generated by corresponding control points; see Fig. A.16. For a simple planar closed curve represented as a B-Spline, we assume that the union of the local convex-hulls, $U$, occupies a planar region which is defined by two polygonal curves: the interior boundary, $B_i$, and the exterior boundary $B_e$. Although the boundary $\partial U$ of $U$ is in general composed of one or more polygonal
curves, as shown in Fig. A.17, performing a finite number of knot-insertions to the initial curve will always lead to an area $U$ whose boundary $\partial U$ is defined by exactly two separate, polygonal boundaries; see Fig. A.17(c).

Based on this observation we can devise a simple process which can generate a control polygon that when shared by two curves, with arbitrary parameterizations, will confine them to be within a given $\epsilon$ distance from each other. Let’s assume that two cubic B-Spline curves, $c_1(t_1)$, $c_2(t_2)$, $t_1 \in [a,b]$ and $t_2 \in [c,d]$ with different knot vectors use the same control polygon. The distance between them, measured by the Fréchet metric, is defined to be:

$$\delta_F(c_1(t_1), c_2(t_2)) = \inf_{\alpha, \beta \in C[0,1]} \max \limits_{t \in [0,1]} d(c_1(\alpha(t)), c_2(\beta(t))),$$

where $d$ is a 2D point metric (e.g., Euclidean distance) and $t_1 = \alpha(t)$, $t_2 = \beta(t)$ are continuous, non-decreasing functions mapping $[0,1]$ to $[a,b]$ and $[c,d]$, respectively. Let us also assume that the union $U$ of their local convex-hulls is defined by the polygonal curves $B_i$ and $B_e$. As both curves lie in $U$, it is obvious that $\delta_F(c_1, c_2) \leq \delta_F(B_1, B_e)$. Furthermore, for every possible re-parameterizations $t_i$ and $t_j$ of $c_1$ and $c_2$ the above inequality still holds. Thus, if $\delta_F(B_1, B_e) \leq \epsilon$ the distance of any pair of cubic B-Spline curves with the same control polygon but arbitrary parameterizations will be less than $\epsilon$, i.e., $\delta_F(c_1(t_1), c_2(t_j)) \leq \epsilon$.

As the computation of the exact Fréchet distance is a fairly complicated procedure, we use the discrete Fréchet distance ($\delta_{dF}$) and the algorithmic procedure for its computation suggested by Eiter and Mannila [3]. Since, for all polygonal curves $P$ and $Q$: $\delta_F(P, Q) \leq \delta_{dF}(P, Q)$, we may
write that:

\[ \delta_{\mathcal{F}}(c_1(t_i), c_2(t_j)) \leq \delta_{\mathcal{F}}(B_i, B_e) \leq \delta_{\mathcal{dF}}(B_i, B_e). \]

Obviously, if \( \delta_{\mathcal{dF}}(B_i, B_e) \leq \epsilon \Rightarrow \delta_{\mathcal{F}}(c_1(t_i), c_2(t_j)) \leq \epsilon \). Hence, the procedure for assuring that the input contour \( c_j \) and the corresponding T-spline boundary-edge will lie within an \( \epsilon \) distance has as follows:

1. Set \( k = 0 \)
2. Compute the union of the local convex hulls \( (U_k) \) for the control polygon of \( c_{jk} \).
3. If \( U \) is not defined by exactly two separate polygonal lines, perform uniform knot insertion to the contour until \( U \) has the required property.
4. Assuming \( U \) is defined by polygonal curves \( B_{ik} \) and \( B_{ek} \), compute \( \delta_{\mathcal{dF}}(B_{ik}, B_{ek}) \).
5. While \( \delta_{\mathcal{dF}}(B_{ik}, B_{ek}) \geq \epsilon \):
   - identify the area of \( c_{jk} \) where \( \delta_{\mathcal{dF}}(B_{ik}, B_{ek}) \) attains its value. Perform knot insertion in the identified segment of \( c_{jk} \) and get the new \( c_{i,k+1} \) contour
   - Set \( k = k + 1 \)
   - Compute the new \( U_k \) and the corresponding \( B_{ik}, B_{ek} \)
6. Return the final \( c_{jk} \).
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